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screen.
“Now hold on Ms. Esteban! I appreciate Timely Magazine’s interest in my 
work, but let’s not crucify me just yet, okay?” Schmidt responded in mild 
defense.

Dr. Romero waved his hands, as if to hush the discord so they could move 
on with the planned presentation. He and Dr. Schmidt moved, each one on 
either side of the screen, while Hugo stood behind the podium, running the 
projector. 

Each doctor held a long plastic pointer. Romero pointed toward the screen 
while clearing his throat, preparing to talk. Th e white light on the screen 
crackled to life with a grainy video of a mob of zombies devouring innocent 
shoppers in a large mall. 

“As you know, in 2018 the ‘Zombie Plague,’ as it is known by the media, 
broke out and nearly caused the collapse of Western society as we know it,” 
Romero explained.

A new image slid across the screen, one of a smart looking scientist in a lab 
coat holding a test tube of fl uid up to the light, looking at it.

“Th e world’s most brilliant minds have, so far, been unable to fi nd a cause . . . 
or a cure,” Romero continued.

Romero raised his pointer to the screen. Th e screen showed a map of North 
America. Th e map had dark splotchy areas on parts of some states. Th e 
splotches spread out, becoming larger and covering massive areas. Miami, 
the eastern half of British Colombia, Th e southern half of California, the 
Nevada desert, parts of New England, and parts of Texas were all shaded.

“While our government created quarantine zones to keep the zombies isolat-
ed, the esteemed Dr. Dieter Schmidt created,” Romero paused for dramatic 
eff ect and to pick up an object on a nearby table, “this!”

Romero loft ed a shiny metal object high above his head, one of the cybernet-
ic zombie control collars. It wasn’t latched shut so one side was open, giving 
it a round, crescent moon type shape. 

Romero’s hands gripped the collar fi rmly around either side. Th e back side of 


